Interactions between chromosomal and nonchromosomal elements reveal missing heritability
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The measurement of any nonchromosomal genetic contribution to the heritability of a trait is often confounded by the inability to control both the chromosomal and nonchromosomal information in a population. We have designed a unique system in yeast where we can control both sources of information so that the phenotype of a single chromosomal polymorphism can be measured in the presence of different cytoplasmic elements. With this system, we have shown that both the source of the mitochondrial genome and the presence or absence of a dsRNA virus influence the phenotype of chromosomal variants that affect the growth of yeast. Moreover, by considering this nonchromosomal information that is passed from parent to offspring and by allowing chromosomal and nonchromosomal information to exhibit nonadditive interactions, we are able to account for much of the heritability of growth traits. Taken together, our results highlight the importance of including all sources of heritable information in genetic studies and suggest a possible avenue of attack for finding additional missing heritability.

A fundamental problem in genetics is unraveling the link between genotype and phenotype. Ascertainment of the heritability of a trait is a key step toward harnessing the predictive capacity of genetic information for human disease risk assessment and therapy (1). Knowledge of all of the elements contributing to heritability would facilitate the establishment of a causal relationship between the information that is passed down from generation to generation and the resulting phenotype. Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have successfully identified many human polymorphisms that are associated with traits such as height, eye color, or susceptibility to common diseases, but these variants typically explain only a small proportion of the observed heritability of a trait (2, 3).

A number of explanations for missing heritability have been suggested (2), including the existence of many weak variants with effects too small to achieve statistical significance (4), interactions between variants that cannot be identified with current studies (5), rare variants that were not identified by GWAS, and epigenetic effects (6–8). The contribution of nonchromosomal information to the missing heritability is rarely considered, despite the fact that there is a long history documenting the effect in many organisms of diverse cytoplasmic elements on phenotype. Recent work on a mouse model of Crohn disease supports a combinatorial model of complex disease traits in which the pathology requires the interaction between a specific mutation in the mouse and a specific strain of virus (9). Another recent study showed strong effects on the plant metabolome stemming from variation in mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes (10). In humans, the importance of nonchromosomal information has been supported by targeted analyses, but these studies have not analyzed its impact on heritability in a well-controlled context (11–13). Such nonchromosomal interactions might help explain why shared mutations in humans do not always produce the same phenotype, thus reducing the apparent heritability of a trait (14, 15).

We sought to characterize explicitly how nonchromosomal modifiers collectively influence the heritability of a trait, colony size, in a system unique to yeast where we use a defined chromosomal genotype and vary the cytoplasmic genetic information. Yeast has at least four well-studied sources of inherited, nonchromosomal information: mitochondrial DNA, an endogenous dsRNA virus (16, 17), prions (18, 19), and a μ plasmid (20, 21).

Our results show that the nonchromosomal contribution to heritability can be large, adding another dimension to the estimation of heritability in wild populations. Nonchromosomal information is not under the usual constraints of the nuclear genome. These nonchromosomal elements are extremely unstable: they mutate at higher frequencies than the DNA of the chromosomal genome, may be lost at high frequencies without loss of viability, and can vary in copy number from cell to cell. Thus, careful controls and measurements are necessary to characterize the effects of nonchromosomal modifiers.

Results

We studied the effect of two inherited sources of cytoplasmic information on the phenotype of selected chromosomal mutations in identical chromosomal genomic backgrounds: one was the presence or absence of the yeast killer dsRNA virus and the other was varying mitochondria among two backgrounds with distinct differences in their genome sequence. The two mitochondrial genomes we selected show considerable variation, with about two to three SNPs per kilobase between them and 10 times as many insertions and deletions per kilobase between them as found in the chromosomal genome. These differences are typical of those found in mitochondrial genomes sequenced from a broad collection of wild and laboratory strains (Table S1).

The protocol we use enabled us to study the effects of nonchromosomal information on the phenotype of chromosomal
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mutations in the same Sigma chromosomal background but with different cytoplasmic backgrounds. Strains with identical chromosomal information but different cytoplasmic information can be constructed using the kar1 mutant of yeast. The kar1 mutants are yeast strains that are deficient in nuclear fusion during mating and thus exchange cytoplasmic but not nuclear content (22) (Methods). The chromosomal mutations we studied were strain-specific: single gene deletions that confer growth defects in the Sigma strain but not in the reference strain S288c (23). Fig. 1 presents our strategy of generating four haploid strains to test all combinations of chromosomal and nonchromosomal variants. In each test of a particular chromosomal and nonchromosomal variant, meiotic spores from each of the four strains were dissected on the same plate and the size of the spore clones determined.

To determine the prevalence of chromosomal and nonchromosomal interactions, we analyzed 17 single gene deletions with a growth defect in Sigma. Although these constructed deletion variants are not observed in natural populations, we note that hundreds of putative natural loss-of-function variants are observed across multiple wild and laboratory yeast strains (Table S1) (24, 25). We found that 6 of the 17 gene deletions (Fig. 2A and B) (Δpep7, Δpep12, Δpho88, Δski8, Δups16, and Δski7) grew more slowly when the strain contained the dsRNA virus. The inhibitory effect of the dsRNA virus varied from total (Δski7) to slight (Δups16). The mutant clones containing the virus showed more variation in size than did their otherwise isogenic nonmutant sister clones, a phenotype that could be caused by variation in copy number of the dsRNA virus (Table S2). The dsRNA encodes a toxin that is secreted and kills strains lacking the dsRNA virus, but it has not been known to kill cells that carry it under our conditions. Strains carrying the dsRNA are resistant to killing by the toxin (26, 27).

The most extreme chromosomal mutation–dsRNA interaction was with the Δski7 allele, which is lethal in the presence of the dsRNA (the heterozygous diploid +/Δski7 grows rise to two viable and two dead Δski7 haploid progeny; Fig. 2A) and viable in the absence of the nonkiller dsRNA. Thus, the lethality or viability of the Δski7 deletion in the Sigma background is completely dependent on the nonchromosomal information despite having the same chromosomal DNA sequences.

The effect of the dsRNA virus on the phenotype of chromosomal mutations raised the possibility that other sources of nonchromosomal genetic information could also alter their phenotype. Again using kar1 mutant strains, we were able to create strains with identical chromosomal complements that varied only in mitochondrial backgrounds. To test whether mitochondrial genotype altered the phenotype of these polymorphisms, we compared the phenotype of each deletion in the context of the Sigma nuclear genome in the presence of its native mitochondria ([rho+]Sigma) or in the presence of mitochondria derived from the closely related strain, S288c ([rho+]S288c). The source of mitochondria profoundly affected the phenotype of both Δpho88 and Δski8 strains (Fig. 2C). Sigma Δpho88 clones with native ([rho+]Sigma) mitochondria containing the dsRNA virus ([kil-] [rho+]Sigma) grew faster than clones that were identical but had S288c mitochondria ([kil-] [rho+]S288c). This
Nonchromosomal elements explain an increased fraction of heritability. Model fit calculations were applied to data from 10 gene deletion traits, as described in Methods and illustrated in Fig. S2. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$), the fraction of observed variance explained by the model, was used as the metric of recovered heritability. Error bars were calculated using 10-fold cross-validation, where 1/10 of the data are reserved for unbiased evaluation while the model is trained on the remaining points. The error bars show the SD across the 10 sampled test sets. Aside from the control $MCM22$ and the $PHO88$ nonkiller experiment, all experiments showed a strong increase in modeling accuracy by including nonchromosomal effects and interaction terms (Table S3).

**Discussion**

Our study shows that the phenotype of a mutation may be modified by inherited viral state and by nonchromosomal elements such as mitochondria that are transmitted through germ-line meiosis. We have further shown that the heritability of a trait can depend on nonlinear interactions between chromosomal and nonchromosomal information that is transmitted from generation to generation. The nonchromosomal information can interact with the various chromosomal alleles at a locus to modify phenotype significantly. Our ability to vary the nonchromosomal information while keeping the chromosomal constitution and environment constant permits an accurate measurement of the nonchromosomal contribution to heritability. Our results show that the nonchromosomal contribution to heritability can be large and, in some cases, can completely mask the effect of a chromosomal mutation. Nonchromosomal elements may have affected previous yeast studies (28–32) that crossed a strain carrying a dsRNA virus, as many feral yeast strains do (33), with a virus-free strain such as the reference strain S288c (34) (Supporting Information, Note 1).

Previous yeast studies analyzing the basis of quantitative traits (quantitative trait locus mapping) have either not carefully controlled nonchromosomal modifiers or have fixed them so that their influence is eliminated. Our results complement one such study that recovered the chromosomal determinants accounting for almost all of the additive portion of heritability of several traits by dramatically expanding study sizes (4). In this previous study, potentially confounding nonchromosomal effects were mitigated by standardizing on a single mitochondrial background and by using only dsRNA virus-free strains (Supporting Information, Note 2, Fig. S3, and Table S4). The control of nonchromosomal factors in model organism experiments and the inability to do so in “wild” human populations could account for part of the recent success gap between model- and human-focused genetic studies.

Our findings on the relative ubiquity of nonchromosomal genetic effects have profound implications for the association between disease susceptibility and genetic variation in humans. For the viral interaction case, these elements are not currently captured by genotyping assays, and therefore current studies cannot measure their impact. However, they may be inherited or manifest as a shared environmental factor. Both cases could contribute to the complexity of modeling disease heritability. The inclusion of nonchromosomal interactions adds another dimension to the estimation of heritability in wild populations and susceptibility to common diseases in humans.
Methods

Strain Construction. A list of originating strains used in this paper is given in Table S5. Specific gene deletion strains created from this set of parental strains are not named in the table.

Following the strategy outlined in Fig. 1, we constructed strains that varied in chromosomal and nonchromosomal genotypes. Because the selected gene deletion mutations had growth defects in Sigma they had to be constructed in a diploid Sigma strain by transformation. This Sigma diploid contained the killer virus dsRNA and, for comparison, a nonkiller diploid lacking killer virus dsRNA was derived as a spontaneous mitotic segregant (~1%) from that original Sigma strain. The 5288c [kar+Δ13 σ] strain was isolated by cytoduction using the kar+Δ13 mutant. In crosses between a kar+Δ13 Sigma [kar-k] strain and an S288c [kar-0] strain where the S288c nucleus was marked with canavanine resistance marker, haploid S288c [kar-k] cytoductants can be easily isolated. Deletion mutations were introduced by transformation of the parental diploid strains. We verified the absence of dsRNA in the non-killer segregants by gel electrophoresis, Petri plate tests, and high-throughput RNA sequencing (Fig. S4 and Supporting Information, Note 1). This procedure, which used the same original diploid parental strain or mitotic segregants of that strain (Fig. S5), ensured that the chromosomal genetic background was the same in the strain with dsRNA and the one without dsRNA. The two diploids, killer and nonkiller, both heterozygous for a given mutation, were then induced to undergo meiosis and the resulting meiotic spores were separated and grown at 30 °C. For a graphical overview of the procedure used to construct Sigma strain comparison strains, see Fig. S5.

We also created strains with two different mitochondrial backgrounds with the same nuclear genomic information from Sigma (Fig. S5) (22). Mitochondrial DNA in yeast is designated [rho⁺], and we designed experiments that used either S288c mitochondria ([rho⁺] [S288c] or Sigma mitochondria ([rho⁺] [Sigma]). Construction of a Sigma strain with [rho⁻] [Sigma] was made possible by using an S288c kar+Δ1 mutant, which permits transfer of [rho⁻] [Sigma] mitochondria to a Sigma strain lacking mitochondrial DNA [rho⁻] by conjugation without nuclear fusion. We derived an isogenic haploid kar+ Sigma strain lacking mitochondrial DNA ([rho⁰]) by growing the original Sigma strain used above in EtBr. The resulting Sigma exconjugant is a cell with the Sigma nuclear genome and [rho⁰] [Sigma] mitochondria (Fig. S6). We verified the mitochondrial genotype of the [rho⁻] [Sigma] and [rho⁺] [Sigma] strains using PCR primers that targeted strain-specific DNA sequences in the two mitochondrial genomes. These diploids were transformed with the same deletions used in the dsRNA comparison and the two diploids heterozygous for the deletion, and either Sigma [rho⁺] [Sigma] or Sigma [rho⁻] [Sigma] were dissected on the same plate and the size of the spore clones determined. For a graphical overview of the procedure used to construct the mitochondrial strains, see Fig. S5.

The growth phenotype of the deletion in +/-Δskl7 (two viable:two nonviable observed in each tetrad) was not due to a closely linked mutation because replacement of the deletion in the +/-Δskl7 (kar-0) strain with the wild-type SKI7 gene by transformation restored viability (4:0 viable to nonviable).

Quantitative Analysis of Growth Phenotypes and Heritability. Images of the spotted plate were analyzed with the software package ImageJ to yield measurements of colony size. Table S2 gives a summary of the colonies analyzed for each controlled genotype. A variance-stabilizing Box-Cox transform was applied to all raw colony area measurements (pixel counts). The Box–Cox exponent was 0.25, which was chosen to give the least-correlated means and variances in the analyzed set of experiments.

The joint modeling was performed by a two-way ANOVA implemented with the lme method in R version 3.0.1. Concretely, the three considered models were

 Phenotype = Deletion effect + Constant + Noise
 Phenotype = Deletion effect + Nonchromosomal effect + Constant + Noise
 Phenotype = Deletion effect + Nonchromosomal effect + Interaction effect + Constant + Noise.

In each case, the “effect” model terms and the constant were selected to minimize the squared noise term observed when comparing model predictions to a set of observed phenotypes (that is, least squares regression). Significance tests were computed using F statistics with the anova.lm function and results are reported in Table S3. Fig. S2 gives a graphical overview of the analysis strategy and its implementation for the killer virus interacting with ade7. Recovered heritability as shown in Fig. 3 is obtained by comparing the squared differences between the model predictions and the observed data to the squared differences between all points and the mean (the total observed variance). Predictions were assessed using held-out samples (1/10 of the data) that were not used to train the model.
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